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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the use of vectors with randomly generated components for representing concepts in a
system for solving proportional analogy problems using a memory based on a tensor product network.
Both dense random vectors (all or most components non-zero) and sparse random vectors (most
components zero) are used. In both cases systems which are able to solve proportional analogy problems
were successfully produced: the degree of success varied with the number of components in the vectors
and/or the proportion of non-zero components.

1 Introduction
The STAR (Structured Tensor Analogical Reasoning)
model [4,5,6] solves analogical problems using a
distributed connectionist approach. In this respect it
contrasts with ACME [7] and SME [3]. The original
versions of STAR relied on distributed representations
for concepts which comprised an orthonormal set of
vectors. The STAR model does not set out to be
faithful model of cognitive processing at the neural
level, but this restriction to using orthonormal sets of
vectors seemed worth exploring. This paper describes
two attempts to remove the restriction, replacing the
orthonormal set of representation vectors by vectors
with random components.

Section 2 outlines the basics of tensor product
networks and briefly describes the way in which the
STAR model uses them to solve proportional analogy
problems. Section 3 describes the process of choosing
random components for representation vectors, and
modifications necessary to make the model work with
them. Section 4 describes the results of experiments
with networks using random representation vectors.

2 Tensor Product Networks in STAR
Tensor product networks have been used for purposes
like the modelling of variable binding and for working
memory structures in connectionist implementations
of production system architectures [2,9]. They have
the property, sometimes an advantage, of being one-
shot learning systems. A tensor product network has a
rank: all networks used in the experiments described in
this paper were of rank 3, and we will describe tensor
product networks in terms of the rank 3 case.

2 . 1  Representing and Retrieving Facts

In general, a rank 3 tensor product network has 3
dimensions - of size p,q, and r , say. Its processing
units include pqr binding units, and input/output units
grouped into 3 vectors of length p, q and r . In the
underlying application for the experiments described in
this paper, one of the I/O vectors represented a

predicate, and the other two represented a pair of
arguments. The information represented in the tensor
(i.e. in the binding unit structure) was thus relational
information such as larger–than(mare, foal) (the
analogical reasoning tasks that the STAR system
undertook included proportional analogies such as
mother is to baby as mare is to what?)

To store the fact larger–than(mare, foal) in the tensor,
one computes the tensor product larger–than⊗ mare⊗ foal
of vectors representing the concepts larger–than, mare,
and foal and adds it to the values stored in the binding
units: thus if l is a vector that represents larger–than, m
represents mare, and f represents foal, one would add
li* m j* fk to the value stored in binding unit b ijk, for
each index-value of i, j, and k.

A simple mechanism allows retrieval (“unbinding”) of
the stored information. It is the case that if the vectors
used for predicates (i.e. for one “axis” of the tensor)
form an orthonormal set, and similarly for the vectors
used for first arguments and for second arguments,
then given any two “pieces” of a relational instance,
one can retrieve the third.

For example, given m  (mare) and f (foal), one can
retrieve the relationship(s) between them (such as l
(larger-than)) that are stored in the tensor. In general,
more than one relationship may hold between the
arguments (e.g. mother-of(mare, foal)). Thus what is
retrieved will be a sum of vectors representing
predicates - we term this sum a predicate bundle. As
well, given all three “pieces” one can check whether
the tensor holds this relational instance, and in fact,
given any one “piece”, one can retrieve from the
tensor a tensor of lower rank representing the
relational instances involving that “piece”. In the case
of retrieving predicates given m (mare) and f (foal), the
computation is as follows, where pi signifies the i-th
component of the predicate bundle retrieved:

pi = ∑ jk bijk* mj* fk

Figure 1 shows the binding units and input/output
vectors in an 8x8x8 tensor product network.



2 . 2  Analogical Reasoning in STAR

The STAR model of human analogical reasoning [4,6]
uses tensor product networks based on orthonormal
sets of representation vectors, with exact unbinding
[9]. As an aim of the STAR model is to provide a
distributed model of analogical reasoning, it is
desirable for the representation vectors to have a high
proportion of non-zero components. This can be
achieved in a systematic way by using the rows of a
Hadamard matrix, suitably normalised [11].
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Fig. 1: Using a tensor product network to find { y  |P(x,y)} .
From [11].

The STAR model associates a representation vector
with each concept that is to be represented. In
[4,5,6,11], the vectors used for each axis of the tensor
form an orthonormal set (and they have no zero
components). A collection of facts involving the
concepts of interest, some relevant to the reasoning
problem, some not, are stored in the binding units.

In tensor networks, the I/O vectors can serve both as
input and as output vectors. We shall illustrate the
STAR method of solving proportional analogies,
using the problem mother is to baby as mare is to
what?

(1) representations of mother and baby are presented
as inputs to the argument vectors in the tensor,
and the output is a predicate bundle: the sum of
the vectors representing predicates relating mother
to baby: e.g. loves, feeds, larger-than.

(2) this unanalysed predicate bundle is then presented
as an input to the tensor product network on the
predicate axis, along with the representation of
mare, on the first argument axis. The output on
the second argument axis is a linear combination
of argument concepts. For example, if larger-
than(mare, rabbit) is in the tensor, then rabbit
will show up in the output of this step, with a
coefficient which, in effect, indicates how likely it
is as a solution to this analogy problem. This is
illustrated in Figure 2.

3 Using Random Representations in
STAR

In [11], it was found that the STAR model is robust,
in the sense that damaging significant numbers of
binding units, so that they either produced no output
or noisy output, only mildly degraded the performance
of the system. Typical output from an intact system,
for our example problem mother:baby::mare:what?
would be scores of, say, 3 for foal (corresponding to
the 3 predicates mother-of, larger-than, and feeds in
common between mother/baby and mare/foal, and
stored in the tensor) and 1 for rabbit (larger-than).
Typical output from a degraded system might be 1.294
for foal, 0.331 for rabbit, and scattered smaller scores,
some negative, for other concepts (like mother, baby,
mare). When the tensor binding units are “damaged” in
this way, the information in the tensor no longer
corresponds exactly to orthonormal sets of
representation vectors.
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Figure 2: Simple analogical reasoning with a tensor product
network - the triangular symbols represent a rank 3 tensor
product.

3 . 1 Dense Random Representations

This suggested that the requirement for orthonormal
sets of vectors can be weakened to “approximately
orthonormal”. It is the case that pairs of vectors
composed of uniform random numbers have an
expected inner product of 0 (but with a significant
variance). Such vectors could be considered to be
“approximately orthogonal,” and thus good candidates
for the use of the self-addressing unbinding procedure
described by Smolensky [9].

The STAR model was modified so as to use
normalised random vectors generated by choosing each
component to be a uniform random number from the
range [–1,+1], and normalising the resulting vector v.
Note that normalisation has the effect that vectors
with more components, generated as described, will
(on average) have smaller components than vectors
with fewer components, since |v|, the length of the



vector, will increase with the number of components.
This suggests that experiments with these vectors
should investigate the effect of increasing the number
of components of the vectors on the performance of
the networks.

3 . 2 Sparse Random Representations

Having a distributed representation does not of course
require that all or even most nodes have non-zero
activations, just that any concept should be represented
by a significant number of active nodes. This
consideration, together with data of McNaughton et al.
quoted in [8], to the effect that percent activity of
neurons in the different regions of the hippocampal
system ranges from about 0.5% to about 9%, suggests
that a possible design principle for vectors
representing concepts in a memory system is “have
most of the components of the representation vector
zero (inactive).” Again, we stress that we are not
attempting a faithful neural-level model of analogical
reasoning in STAR, but rather borrowing ideas about
the human memory system.

The version of our model which uses sparse random
vectors constructs the vectors as follows: all k vectors
have the same number n of components, and a fixed
number s of these are non-zero (s<<n). The s non-zero
components of a vector are chosen by generating s
different random positions between 1 and n at which
the non-zero components will be placed, generating s
uniform random numbers from [–1,+1], placing them
at the chosen positions, and then normalising the
resulting vector.

For very small values of sk (relative to n), this will
sometimes result in sets of k vectors which are
actually orthonormal, simply because the random
positions chosen happen not to overlap each other.
Such networks produce perfect results, but, of course,
they are also minimally distributed (for s=1 they are in
fact localist nets), and, as described in the next section,
they occasionally throw up sets of vectors which
perform abysmally.

4 Experiments with Random
Representations

4 . 1  Dense Random Vector Experiments

Systems with vectors containing varying numbers of
components were constructed and tested on a standard
analogy problem woman:baby::mare:what?. With a
perfect network, there would be activation scores of
(foal=3, rabbit=1, others=0). For each system
generated, the scores for foal and rabbit were recorded,
along with the highest score for the rest of the
represented concepts. In some cases the scores for all
concepts were recorded.

For each number of components used, 100 runs (with
different random number seeds) were done. We deemed
a result good if the score for foal was at least 20%
better than that for rabbit, and the score for rabbit was
at least 20% better than the highest of the remaining

concept scores. A result was rated fair if, though not
good, the scores for foal, rabbit, and the highest other
score were in descending order. A result was rated poor
if it was neither fair nor good, but the score for foal
was at least 20% better than the highest other score (in
particular, poor results all rated rabbit third highest, or
worse). Any other results would be rated bad (in fact,
no bad results occurred). The outcomes are shown in
Table 1.

Table 1: Classification of solutions produced by dense random
vector experiments (1000 runs for each number of
components; 20 facts; solving woman:baby::mare:what?)

components % good % fair % poor
25 40.9 10.3 48.8
40 55.5 7.5 37.0
70 72.5 9.3 18.2

100 84.8 4.3 10.9
130 92.6 3.5 3.9
160 94.5 2.5 3.0
190 96.7 1.8 1.5
220 97.4 1.4 1.2
250 98.7 1.2 0.1

In the case of 40 components, we investigated the
distribution of the scores for the individual concepts.
They looked approximately normally distributed, with
means around 3 (foal), 1 (rabbit), and 0 (all other
concepts). Testing for normality was done by the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov method [10]: 6 of 8 concepts
were confirmed as having scores distributed normally;
the remaining 2 concepts were not too far off normal.

The classification of the outcomes involves comparing
the scores for foal and rabbit with the largest of the
scores for the other six concepts: this will be
distributed as the 6th order statistic of the essentially
normal distributions of those 6 concepts.  We found
that this data could be modelled by the gamma
distribution, whose probability density function is:

f(x) = b–axa–1e–x/b/Γ(a), a>0, b>0.
The maximum likelihood estimates of a and b using
the method  of  Choi  and  Wette [1]. The parameter
estimates were â  = 2.86 and b̂ = 0.297542.

4 . 2  Sparse Random Vector Experiments

Our experiments with sparse random representations
used vectors of length 500 (and so 125 million
binding units in the tensor)1. Each experimental run
used a fixed number of non-zero components, ranging
from 1 to 25, and chose the components initially as
uniform random numbers in [–1,+1], but then
normalized the resulting vectors. Twenty runs were
done with each number of non-zero components.

Let nzc denote the number of non-zero components.
One would expect the results for low nzc to range
from excellent (when a completely orthonormal basis
happens to be generated) to maverick (when similar

1 A sparse data structure was used for the tensor, viz. a
2-dimensional array of lists of (index, value) pairs.



vectors are generated for different concepts). Similar
vectors are more probable for low nzc. Furthermore,
the average length of random vectors increases as √nzc,
so normalisation reduces the size of components of
vectors with small nzc less than for vectors with large
nzc. Thus “bad” components should do more damage,
for small nzc.

Results, as shown in Fig. 3, are good compared with
those for the dense random vectors (compare Table 1).
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Fig. 3: Classification of solutions produced by sparse random
vector experiments.  There were 100 runs for each number of
non-zero components between 1 and 50. For more than 25
non-zero components, all solutions were classified as “good”.

As with the dense random representations, we
inspected the distributions of the scores for foal,
rabbit, and the other argument concepts known to the
system (i.e. the concepts which could possibly be
produced as solutions to the analogy problem). The
cases with smaller nzc (1-13)2, as expected, produced
rather wild and spiky distributions (the worst case
being an instance with nzc = 1 which produced a score
of 2 for foal, –2 (sic) for rabbit, and 0 for the rest.)

The cases with 14-25 were examined in more detail.
For these, the results for foal and rabbit conformed to
a normal distribution with means 3.015 and 1.015
respectively, and standard deviations 0.226 and 0.200
respectively. The other concepts were non-normal:
typically a symmetric distribution with mean close to
0, and standard deviations mostly from 0.13–0.17 (one
at 0.23), and with a tall spike at the mean. This is
illustrated in Figure 4. Again, testing for normality
was done by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov method.

As with the dense random vectors, the classification in
Fig. 3 entails comparing scores for foal and rabbit
with the largest score among the other six concepts:
this will be distributed as the 6th order statistic of the
spiked, normal-like distribution of those 6 remaining
concepts.  This data could also be modelled by the

2 Nine was the largest value of nzc for which an orth
onormal basis was generated during the experi ment,
but larger values also often produced scores that were
close to zero for all concepts but rabbit and foal. This
perturbs the distribution of the order statistic.

gamma distribution, with parameter estimates â  =
1.39 and b̂ = 0.159416.
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Fig. 4: Spiky, symmetric distribution of scores for the concept
burrow. Each dot represents 12 points.

4 . 3 Another Analogy and More Facts

One might reasonably ask whether the results found
with one particular analogy and set of facts would hold
over a wider range of analogies and fact sets. At
present our results here are incomplete, but confirm
what might be inferred from § § 4.2 and 4.3. We have
run the dense random vector experiments with the
analogy problem woman:house::rabbit:what? and a set
of 40 facts including the 20 facts used in the
experiments reported above. With a perfect network,
the activation scores would be burrow=1, others=0.

During each run, we also tested fact recognition: that
is, recognition scores were calculated for each of the
40 facts, and also for 20 non-facts (i.e. propositions
like feeds(burrow, house) which are expressible in
terms of the concepts known to the network, but
which have not been taught to the network.)
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Fig. 5: distribution of recognition scores for 40 facts and 20
non-facts for a tensor with dense random representations and
axis length 250, over one thousand runs.

For each fact, and for every tensor size simulated (from
40x40x40 to 250x250x250) we found that the mean
recognition score for every non-fact was close to 0,
and the mean recognition score for every fact was close
to 1. The variance decreased, for both facts and non-



facts, as the tensor became larger. Fig. 5 shows the
distribution of recognition scores for the 250x250x250
tensor. If a recognition score ≥  0.48 is used as the
criterion of acceptance, then in the 250x250x250 case,
0.0625% of facts would have been classified as non-
facts, and 0.035% of non-facts would have been
classified as facts.

For the second analogy problem, woman:house::
rabbit:what?, a new classification of good/bad/etc.
results was necessary, as there is in this case no
second answer, like rabbit in woman:baby::mare:what?
with any plausibility. Thus we classified a solution as
good if the score for burrow was at least 20% larger
than the next highest score, poor if the solution was
not good, but the score for burrow was greater than
any other, and bad otherwise.

Table 2 shows that, according to these criteria, this
analogy was well-solved by all but the smallest
networks.

Table 2: Classification of solutions produced by dense random
vector experiments (1000 runs for each number of components;
40 facts; solving woman:house::rabbit:what?) With more than
100 components, all solutions found by the simulations were
classified as good.

components % good % poor % bad
25 99.2 0.4 0.4
40 99.9 0.1 0.0
70 100.0 0.0 0.0

100 100.0 0.0 0.0

5 Conclusions
Tensor product networks using dense random
representations are reasonably successful at solving
our target analogy problems. The success rate
increases with the number of components (along with
the time and space required) in the cases studied.

Tensor product networks using sparse random
representations are very successful at solving our
target analogy problem, though there are two
problems for small numbers of non-zero components:
one conceptual - such representations are not truly
distributed and one practical: performance ranges from
near-perfect to absurdly wrong without intermediate
cases. The high success rate does not vary much with
the number of components in the cases studied.

Our experiments were limited by the amount of
memory available on the computer used for the
simulations, and it would be interesting to check that
the results are confirmed for larger dense random
vectors and larger sparse random vectors (both more
components and more non-zero components). It would
also be interesting to investigate the robustness of the
random representations to destruction or randomization
of binding units (cf. [11]).

It would also be interesting to replicate the
experiments with larger fact bases and concept spaces,
and different analogy problems.
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